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The vane technology beats screw technology hands down

Its vocation for
foreign markets
has always been
an element
characterising
the identity and
strategy of Mattei.
To become a major player in a global market, Mattei was certainly ahead of his time. The period between the 80s and 90s saw the
incorporation of a number of subsidiaries: Mattei Compressors Inc. in the United States, Mattei Compresseurs in France, Mattei
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Compressors Ltd. in Britain and Mattei Kompressoren Deutschland GmbH in Germany. From 2004 to 2006 Mattei consolidated
its activities in Singapore, Russia and Spain where it inaugurated representative offices. In 2007 it strengthened its presence on the
Chinese market with the incorporation of Mattei Suzhou, which just this year completely refurbished its headquarters. In 2012, the
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taking over of American Transit Engineering Services (TES) led to the creation of Mattei Transit

CASE HISTORY - MARINI

Engineering (MTE), specialised in assembling air compressors for underground railways, light rail
and mass transit vehicles. Last June, in fact, it took over the British firm Winton Engineering through
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its UK branch Mattei Compressors Ltd, which specialises in solutions for the transformation of the

The creativity of youths interprets Mattei

power produced by vehicle engines into pneumatic, hydraulic or electric power, to drive ancillary
equipment. In this number of "Vane" we have decided to organise a journey to discover Mattei's
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activities worldwide, aimed at getting an internal vision and learning more on the secrets of the

compressed air and energy savings

success of the vane technology directly from the managers who operate on the various markets
at an international level.
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soFt start with rockwell automation

Giulio Contaldi, CEO
Silvia Contaldi, CFO
Managing Directors
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NETWORK

Mattei France
ready to conquer
the market.
Boosting the sales force
and new communication projects
and marketing to expand its
presence.
new

Cluchague - We recently launched a

ucts and solutions". Once again, a dedicated communication

to gain by integrating our compressors inside their production

market niches. This is the target

communication campaign to promote

campaign was planned, using the mailing tool to reach custom-

facilities. - comments the general manager of Mattei France -

Mattei France has given itself.

the Mattei brand in L'Usine Nouvelle,

ers, stakeholders and company prospects in a targeted man-

We have developed what could be called a "container-pack-

And to to do they have fielded

the main reference magazine in France

ner. In the coming months, Mattei France will also develop its

age", i.e. a container containing three 45 kW compressors, as

an extremely proactive approach,

for the industrial sector. We chose a

presence on professional social networks, and in particular on

well as a control system for the compressors themselves. The

mainly consisting of expanding

widely distributed magazine to convey

Linkedin.

compressors can be physically located outside the company,

the sales force and new invest-

our message effectively and maximize

As for promotional activities targeted at distributors, we have

without it being necessary to build foundations, walls or roofing.

ments in communications, without

the visibility of Mattei. It is our very first

planned a roadshow that will stop off at a large number of Mat-

An extremely simple and effective solution, which requires no

neglecting research and develop-

printed media advertising campaign in

tei distributors, with the aim of presenting the new products

building extensions, in true Mattei style".

ment, a consistent strong point of

over seven years now; we believe that

introduced to the range through practical demonstrations: "The

The "container-package", designed and tailored to meet the

Successfully

conquering

at this moment in time, it can make a

Mattei truck, equipped with two compressors, will tour France

needs of a customer, has proved to be useful, economic and

Philippe Cluchague, general manager of Mattei

strategic contribution to the perception of the brand

to allow distributors to get hands-on experience of our solutions

exceptionally flexible, and just some of the reasons why it will

France explains further: "We have just welcomed a

in reference markets".

and their performance", he explains. The network of distributors

soon be offered to many more customers.

new sales manager to the team, who will coordinate

The web is also changing, with the launch of the new

is, at this moment in time, a particularly important target for

our sales force with the aim of increasing Mattei's do-

website, "that brings real added value for our custom-

Mattei France, and capable of generating about 90% of sales.

mestic market share. To do this we also plan to in-

ers - highlights Philippe Cluchague - giving them extra

Mattei France is also very active as far as research is con-

crease the dedicated resources, which changes from

support in the selection of the products that most suit

cerned, specifically on the applications of compressors: "We

the four at the start of 2015 to six by year end."

their needs. The new website is in fact designed to

have just experimented a new way to deliver compressed air

"We are also focusing on marketing levers - continues

be particularly oriented towards the choice of prod-

to the companies that do not have the opportunity or anything

the company.
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Mattei and Verdesis:
the technology for
alternative energies.

The production chain of biogas in landfills.

bar. "They are designed to operate 24/7 outdoors, at tempera-

The exploitation of the biogas produced in landfill sites makes

tures of between - 15°C and 45°C - continues Philippe Cluch-

it possible to reach important goals: the first is the use of bi-

ague - They are machines that require high levels of efficiency

ogas as a renewable resource to produce energy by means

and reliability: and this was the reason that prompted Verdesis

of a cogeneration plant that generates heat and electricity.

to choose Mattei, together with the low maintenance costs of

The second is its contribution to reducing the greenhouse ef-

our compressors".

fect, through the elimination of methane that is formed by the
fermentation of waste and has an extraordinarily high global

The La Crau site.

warming potential, 25 times that of CO2.

After designing and realising the first model of this special
compressor, Mattei supplied other thirteen units to Verdesis,

A special
compressor
developed for use
in biogas energy
production plants.
Case study of the
La Crau site in
Marseilles.

Verdesis, a pioneer enterprise

which were installed and put into operation in six different sites

in the biogas industry.

in France. Among them is also the biogas production plant in

Verdesis recently joined the French

the waste storage centre of La Crau, near Marseilles. Opened

group Dalkia specialising in energy ser-

in 1912, this landfill collected the waste of the city of Mar-

vices and has been operating in the bi-

seilles and other boroughs in the region until 2010. Then the

ogas sector since 2002. Specialised in

centre was revamped with an energy production project where

methanation - the production of biogas

Verdesis realised a cogeneration plant: the electricity gener-

from agricultural and food products -

ated by the plant is sold and fed into the grid, while the heat

and the exploitation of the energy gen-

is used on site for the treatment of leachates, which are then

erated by biogas, Verdesis chose the

concentrated into sludge and disposed of. The La Crau plant

Mattei Group to develop its compres-

was inaugurated in October 2015, has a capacity of 5 MW and

sors used in the final biogas processing

will generate 36,000 MWh of green energy in its first year of

phase for energy purposes. The biogas

operation, avoiding 3,000 tons of CO2 emissions a year: "The

generated by the anaerobic fermenta-

La Crau biogas production plant is the largest realised by Verd-

tion of waste is in fact recovered and

esis inside a landfill facility - commented the President and

treated to eliminate water and waste

CEO of Dalkia, Jean-Michel Mazalérat - and slots perfectly into

pollutants; it is then compressed so it

our plans for the development of renewable energy and energy

can be used as fuel for the cogeneration

efficiency in this area. Projects such as this are the heart of the

plant engines and microturbines.

energy transition process in the territories and will increasingly
become the cornerstones of the development of the circular

Mattei, a well targeted choice

economy".

"The compressors supplied to Verdesis
were developed exclusively for the company in collaboration with its technical
office - explains Philippe Cluchague,
CEO of Mattei France - It is a custom-

ised solution that meets the specific requirements of this type of plant system:
it can compress up to 9,000 litre a minute of biogas containing up to 300 ppm
of hydrogen sulphide, in accordance
with the microturbine specifications".
The Mattei VCG 55s variable speed
compressors have a nominal power of
55 kW and operate at a pressure of 8
7

SERVICE

MATTEI
incorporates MTA.
As of November 1st Mattei
has now integrated its own
replacement parts sales service
and the repair workshop to offer
its customers even a higher
performing all-round service.
As of last November 1st, the replacement parts sales and repair workshop service provided by MTA SpA,
a firm located in Verdello, in the Bergamo area, and a Mattei Group enterprise, became an integral part of
the Vimodrone company with a specific incorporation process.
The decision was taken some time ago and aims to offer a higher performing all-round service to Mattei
compressor customers: The demands of our Customers - explains Mattei management - is increasingly

more oriented toward simplicity: having one single interlocutor that can provide services that range from the
sale of the machines to that of replacement parts, accessories and lubricants in addition to extraordinary
maintenance services. This new set-up will make us even more efficient and competitive”.
The know-how of the MTA operators will not go to waste. On the contrary, it will integrate with that of
Mattei. This will allow us to develop as series of additional services that can represent an added value for
its customers. Starting with the service related to the complete revamping of used machines. “The skill and

expertise of our personnel - they continue - allows us to withdraw compressors with many years of service
from our sales network and completely revamp them with a comprehensive extraordinary maintenance
intervention that involves complete dismantling of the machine, replacement of worn parts and subsequent

Our aim is to offer
a higher performing
all-round service to
Mattei
compressor
customers.

re-assembly along with all necessary final testing and inspections".
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We've had
enough
preconceptions.

6

PRECONCEPTION: The rotary
vane compressors consume an
enormous amount of oil.

TRUTH: The rotary vane
compressors are equipped
with state-of-the-art
oil separation systems. It is a three-stage
separating process (the first two are
mechanical and the third is coalescence
based), which guarantees a reduction of the
residual oil in the air up to values lower than
1mg/m3 on all vane compressors.

1

PRECONCEPTION: In a
vane compressor, the vanes must be
replaced at regular intervals.
TRUTH: The Mattei vanes and
stators are both made of cast iron
with a patented formula, designed
to significantly increase their wear
resistance. This means that our vanes
have no working life limitations and
will never need replacing.

PRECONCEPTION: To function correctly,
rotary vane compressors must operate at
high speed.

2

TRUTH: This assumption is valid for rotary
screw compressors but it is completely
incorrect for rotary vane compressors. At the
relatively low speed of 1500 rpm, rotary vane
compressors are able to efficiently minimise
mechanical losses due to
transmission of power and the
friction. Generally speaking,
the lower the compressor
speed, the better the
capacity performance.

5
The vane
technology
beats screw
technology
hands down.

4

PRECONCEPTION: Rotary vane
compressors tend to wear out and
require constant maintenance.
TRUTH: Rotary vane compressors
exploit a direct coupling system and
are therefore characterised by the
absence of thrust bearings. The classic
ball bearings used in rotary screw
compressors are, in fact, replaced by
hydrodynamic oil lubricated bushings.
With proper lubrication, the bushings
will never have to be replaced, hence
avoiding the costly servicing of the
compression unit required for screw
compressors.

PRECONCEPTION:
The vanes come out of the grooves
using several springs.
TRUTH: The rotary vane compressors
do not use any springs. The vanes
come out of the grooves thanks to
the centrifugal force alone. The vanes
never come into direct metal to metal
contact with the inner surface of the
stator, but glide over it thanks to a light
film of oil. This guarantees a tight seal
and prevents wear.

3

PRECONCEPTION: The rotary vane compressors
consume a lot of energy.

TRUTH: The constructive design of the
rotary vane compressor makes it possible
to achieve an extremely efficient air
compression process from a volumetric
point of view, thanks to the reduction of air
leaks during the compression phase: there is
no "blow-hole" as found in traditional screw
compressors. The load inside the stator is
perfectly balanced, as the pressure remains
constant for the entire length of the rotor. This
allows you to obtain 90% mechanical efficiency,
and a significantly lower energy consumption
compared to rotary screw compressors.

Better performance, high efficiency and
unrivalled reliability: these are the strong
points of the industrial air compressors that
use vane technology, developed by Mattei.
And yet, some preconceptions gravitate
around this technology. Mattei's compressed
air experts have decided to address these
major clichés to disprove their reasoning
once and for all.
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You'll go a long
way with TerMac
and Mattei
compressors.
High efficiency and cutting
of costs: it is also thanks to
the performance of Mattei
technology that the TerMac
road marking systems work
tirelessly on Italian roads.

TerMac launches state-of-the-art solutions

TerMac for Autostrade per l’Italia SpA: Mattei technology also

for road markings.

climbs onboard

It was the beginning of the 70s when Rodolfo Gilli started to
develop the first horizontal road marking machines. Today,

In 2010 TerMac supplied Autostrade per l'Italia SpA with the equipment needed to apply

TerMac Road Marking Solutions - a company that only se-

road markings to its surfaces; this equipment was of a truly innovative size compared to

lects “Made in Italy” components for its systems, is among

the standard products supplied so far. It is the MT9000 thermoplastic spray lorry-mount-

the major players in its sector. TerMac has its operating head-

ed model, with a capacity of 9,000 kg, and the largest machine in its category in Europe.

quarters in the Province of Brescia and offers diversified so-

“Our MT9000 are equipped to provide high levels of performance, from both a technical

lutions with a high degree of customisation for installations

and application point of view – explains Matteo Gilli, the son of Rodolfo, the current own-

on all sizes of self-propelled machines and lorries, in addition

er of TerMac – We supply the MT series machines to Autostrade per l’Italia because they

to a series of special fittings. Two main materials are used

allow them to reduce downtimes and work non-stop without creating inconveniences

for road marking operations which are divided into the same

as far as road circulation is concerned”. In fact, the MT series is equipped with techni-

number of product ranges. The thermoplastic material (MT

cal features that accelerate the material heating and preparation phases before the final

series) is laid hot and has very rapid cooling and hardening

painting phase: “Our MT9000 machines, with a capacity of 1,800 litres in three tanks,

times; this is what makes it the most suitable choice for fast-

are able to produce about 180 tons of laid material per working day, with considerable

moving, heavy traffic suburban roadways. Cold sprayed paint

savings in terms of costs” adds Gilli. The MT9000 is equipped with a Mattei M111E

(MV series) on the other hand, is suitable for use for urban

rotary vane compressor, characterised by its compact size and particularly suitable for

road markings, combining excellent results in terms of yield

continuous use. In fact the thermoplastic material is sprayed on the asphalt thanks to

and low costs.

the compressed air produced by the compressor.
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Mattei compressors cut costs and process-

these two enterprises.

ing times, claims TerMac

“Thanks to their reliability and easy installation features, Mat-

The laying of road markings requires high levels of reliability and

tei compressors have proven to be the perfect ally in a range

accuracy due to the context in which they are required to oper-

of different applications - states Gilli - For the painting works

ate, as Matteo Gilli explains "Our machines need a compressor

on the stretch of motorway that connects Rome and L’Aquila,

that is able to withstand continuous work cycles, often over

for instance, we developed and fine-tuned a special type of

12 hours at a time, so as to complete the work as well and as

equipment, based on our traditional systems. They are mobile

quickly as possible. The Mattei M111E compressor is mechani-

removable painting systems that are assembled on the vehicle

cally operated and the core element of our thermoplastic spray

as and when needed: this means that the same vehicle used

system, capable of guaranteeing long

as a salt spreader in winter, can also

but trouble-free work cycles. Further-

be used for painting operations when

more, thanks to its compact size, it
was extremely easy to install and integrate on this type of machine set-up".
“In our sector, everything has to run to
perfection. We can never lose sight of
the costs that the laying of horizontal
road markings on long sections of motorways entails, nor the inconvenience
for travellers - continues Gilli - and
Mattei technology has always proven
itself to be high-performing, also in
comparison to other competitors”.
“Thanks to the exclusive rotating vane

“TerMac pays
maximum attention to
even the tiniest detail
on all its equipment to
provide its customers
with tailor made
products, selecting
the best Made in Italy
components such as
Mattei compressors”.
Matteo Gilli,
the owner of TerMac Road
Marking Solutions.

technology, Mattei compressors are

the mobile system is mounted on the
vehicle. This system also boasts a
M111 Mattei compressor which integrates perfectly within the system,
making it exceptionally easy to install.
Another example of the countless
number of different ways that the Mattei products can be used is seen in our
self-propelled cold painting machines
for which we have selected the M80

Mattei &
Marini
QUARRIES: a
winning team
in the most
demanding
work sites.

CASE HISTORY

compressor. This model adapts perfectly to the smaller capacities of this
machine, whilst guaranteeing maximum performance in terms of yield

also renowned on the market for their

and timing."

reliability over time and low maintenance costs – adds Flavio

“The vast range of equipment that TerMac offers to its custom-

Molinari, Italian Sales Manager at Ing. Enea Mattei SpA - A Mat-

ers is backed by the versatility of our compressors, which differ

tei compressor is capable of operating for about 100,000, with-

in both dimensions and air capacities provided to meet all pos-

out any need for interventions on the moving parts".

sible demands. M80 supplies compressed air at from 1,300 to
1,400 litres/min and is the ideal accessory for Termac's smaller

An ongoing challenge

machines, which are mainly used for cold painting operations;

Like TerMac, Mattei is constantly searching for new techno-

M111, with its air capacity of about 3,800 litres/min , on the

logical solutions to supply top quality products to its customer,

other hand, it is particularly suitable for installation on TerMac

focusing on quintessential levels of reliability and versatility. This

thermoplastic material lorries with considerably higher capaci-

is what is behind the over 25 years of cooperation between

ties” concludes Molinari.

"Our drilling machines often work in extreme conditions,
but the Mattei compressors have always demonstrated
excellent performance".
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Marini Quarries Group, among

Admin Director of Marini Quarries Group

the top Italian industries

Srl - Our machinery, the result of a consoli-

to have chosen Mattei

dated know-how, always keep abreast of

compressors

the times. In 2005 we started producing

The pairing of the Marini Quarries Group

hydraulic machinery that, thanks to their

drilling and cutting machines and the Ing.

compactness and lower costs, partly re-

Enea Mattei SpA rotary vane compressors

placed the pneumatic machinery. Further-

led to this 20 year long Made in Italy part-

more we were the first to design and build

nership that has been consolidated over

completely radio controlled vehicles, with a

time. In its headquarters in Val d'Ossola,

huge positive impact on the ease of use of

where over 30 years ago the first units

the machinery and also on operator safety

were implemented in local quarries and

levels”.

those nearby in Switzerland, Marini Quar-

High technology and top quality produc-

ries Group now manufacturers machines

tion are the foundations of excellence on

and equipment for drilling and diamond

which the Marini Quarries Group systems

wire cutting, which are also exported

are built, making soundness, practical use

worldwide. Over the last few years the

and attention to detail the Group's trade

Group has also branched out to include

mark. “Our factory plant is equipped with a

compact and versatile machines for appli-

complex structure that manages every pro-

cations in the civil engineering sector, such

duction phase, from design and engineer-

as anchorage, earth consolidation and

ing through to after-sales support services.

rockfall protection installation operations.

Marini pays utmost attention to all those el-

“About 10 years ago, Marini faced a huge

ements that join force to build quality prod-

switch in focus towards the civil engineer-

ucts and maintain high standards over time

ing sector, to the extent where the produc-

- continues Ferraro - For the compressors

tion destined to this market currently ac-

on certain units, mainly hydraulic versions,

counts for 50% of total turnover - explains

we chose a frontrunner supplier in this sec-

Massimo Ferraro Technical Manager and

tor, Ing. Enea Mattei SpA".

One of the
reasons that
convinced us to
choose Mattei, is
the vast selection
and versatility of
the range that
responds to the
various demands
and requirements
of our hydraulic
systems.

A versatile and complete finished product:

A compressor that exceeds all expectations

Mattei passes the Marini "test".

By definition, quarry and construction site environmental conditions are often extremely harsh and require the use of vehicles and

"One of the reasons that convinced us to choose Mattei, is the vast

"It is vital to supply a "key in hand" product to our customers. Our

machinery that are able to guarantee high performance and safety levels.

selection and versatility of the range that responds to the various

relationship with Marini goes back a long time: we know their re-

“One of the main problems of this type of application is the presence of solid micro-particles in the air (generally marble dust) which,

demands and requirements of our hydraulic systems. We mount

quirements and particularities and this allows us to calibrate every

if suctioned, could compromise the functioning of the machine. To face this specific requirement, we have equipped our MC models

Mattei compressors with excellent results on both bank-side drill-

single feature of our compressors to meet such demands" ex-

with a high-efficiency suction filter system” - states Molinari

ing and block drilling machinery, such as the remote-controlled

plains Flavio Molinari, Domestic Sales Manager at Ing. Enea Mattei

Another difficulty is posed by the steep slopes on which the Marini machinery are required to operate, explains Ferraro: “The typical

self-propelled hydraulic unit Baby Giraffa, or the oil-hydraulic block

SpA.

quarry step structure, and loose uneven earth in construction sites put every part of our machines to the test. We have never encoun-

cutter I Drill, and tracked machinery of different sizes designed for

"The compressor we receive from Mattei arrives completely fin-

tered malfunctions on Mattei compressors, even when the slopes are much steeper than the allowed level, additional evidence of their

the civil engineering sector" states Ferraro.

ished and ready for installation, without underestimating the fact

reliability and efficiency".

Mattei supplies MC series compressors to Marini that are equipped

that the assembly operations are very simple. These are funda-

“The layout of the oil injection lubrication system of a Mattei compressor is designed so that it will not compromise operational func-

with hydraulic drive systems, in different sizes and air capacities

mental aspects for the correct functioning of the entire system"

tions, even in the presence of steep slopes, thanks to the conformation of the oil chamber. This feature guarantees high performance

and featuring an integrated compressor oil cooling unit.

confirms Ferraro.

levels even in harsh environmental conditions" concludes Molinari.
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COMPRESSED AIR SINCE 1919

THE CREATIVITY
OF YOUTHS
INTERPRETED
BY MATTEI.

"We believe in today's youngsters and

ny. Among the many schools that train

Academy students.

ity, were very interesting".

volved, the work required their partici-

their ability to see reality with a totally

young talents in the vast and complex

"We were delighted to receive the idea

40 students attending the three-year

pation both in terms of photography and

world of art, Santa Giulia Academy of

proposed to us by our advertising agen-

graphic design course and the special-

the use of all the main computer graphic

Fine Arts in Brescia, managed by Prof.

cy, Welcome, to involve this prestigious

ised degree course in graphic commu-

software: from InDesign to Illustrator and

Riccardo Romagnoli, stands out for its

institution and assign its students to the

nication, took part in the project both as

Photoshop. Another interesting point is

high standard of training, the presence

realisation of an artistic calendar con-

individuals and in groups: "Our school is

the variety of aspects tackled in terms

new and original vision. We also adopt
this approach in our company towards
those, both employees and consultants,
who are committed to the success of
our products on a daily basis".
This is how Giulio Contaldi, CEO of Ing.
Enea Mattei SpA, explains the innovative choice taken this year to assign the
realisation of the company calendar, an
important moment of contact between
Mattei and its worldwide network of
distributors, dealers and retailers, to the
students of the "Santa Giulia" Academy
of Fine Arts in Brescia. A choice that, not

The Mattei 2016
calendar was
developed in
collaboration with
students of the
"Santa Giulia"
Academy of Fine
Arts in Brescia.
The result is
an original and
unique product
that combines art
and technology.

of a team of lecturers consisting of pro-

sistent with our industry, our history and

strongly committed to developing forms

of content - from the product to tech-

fessionals of reference in their specific

the market positioning of Mattei. - ex-

of collaboration with businesses, organi-

nology, from the design to implemen-

area of expertise,

for the innovativeness

plains Silvia Barone, marketing manager

sations and agencies in external projects

tation, to the more general concept of

of its teaching model, and finally for the

of the company - Naturally, this involved

that involve our students. - explains

compressed air - with solutions some-

profound bond and widespread integra-

giving the students a concise but com-

Gobbi - Although participation is op-

times more conceptual and abstract and

tion at a public and private level with the

prehensive briefing on Mattei, study-

tional, the students approach these pro-

sometimes more figurative.

business and enterprise world. Claudio

ing with them both the strengths of our

posals with enormous enthusiasm and

The whole project was documented with

Gobbi, an advertising graphic designer

industrial enterprise, the original vane

passion. It is a practical way for them to

a backstage video that filmed all the

with an outstanding career at Polygram

technology that we have developed,

exploit what they have learnt directly in

various stages. And, in addition to the

- Deutsche Grammophon and Fonit Ce-

and finally the functionality of our ma-

the world of work, whilst enhancing their

calendar, we are also going to hold an
exhibition.

tra - RAI, and professor of Art Direction

chines and their different fields of appli-

curriculum the moment their works are

also fits perfectly in the framework of

and Graphic Design, was called upon

cation. The feedback we received, and

chosen and are published or exhibited".

CSR activities developed by the compa-

to coordinate the creative work of the

the results achieved, in terms of creativ-

As for the techniques that were in-

only represents a pleasant change, but
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Compressed
Air and
energy
savings: an
opportunity
for the future.
Interesting scenarios
of the energy savings
and reduction in CO2
emissions achieved
in the compressed air
sector were to have
access to the respective
trading markets.

The reduction of carbon dioxide emissions
and energy savings generated by the decreased use of fossil fuel are two burning
topics on the agenda of all nations.
Currently, about 90% of the energy used
worldwide is obtained from fossil fuels;
moreover, the gradual increase in demand
for energy leads to even higher uses, in
terms of absolute quantities of fossil fuels,
despite the relative increase in the use of
renewable sources. To stop the current
risky process of global warming, caused
by greenhouse gases emitted from fossil
fuels, it is now essential to achieve a significant reduction in their use.
Furthermore, the exhaustion of reserves
of fossil fuels is something that is on the
not so distant horizon: another factor that
makes it necessary to introduce energysaving policies at a global level.
With the objective of promoting the transition towards the use of alternative energies, such as renewable versions, and
introducing tangible energy saving and
emission reduction initiatives, many Nations have introduced environmental markets, regulated at a public level. Certified

manufacturing sectors and, from 2012, also aircraft operators.

or energy certificates traded on the European energy markets.

allowances of CO2 that is not emitted or

As for the energy savings related to fossil fuels, the tool mainly

The findings of the study place the financial value associated with

fossil fuel that is not used are traded on

used at an European level is called ESC (Energy Saving Cer-

the possible energy savings in the compressed air sector at be-

the market: the buyers are subjects, usu-

tificates), more specifically, tradable securities that certify the

tween 165 and 385 million euros, with an expectation for the near

ally energy-intensive industrial manufac-

achievement of an energy saving among end users of energy,

future of a further increase in the range 200-500 million euro,

turers, who need to reach targets set for

achieved through energy efficiency increase interventions and

linked to the realistic forecast of a gradual increase of the emis-

energy savings.

projects and expressed in TOE (Tons of Oil Equivalent), the unit of

sion reduction and energy saving parameters.

An example of a market of this kind is the

measure corresponding to the tons of oil saved.

It would be a truly interesting opportunity for an energy-intensive

EU ETS system, i.e. the European Union

These markets represent a significant opportunity also for the

sector such as that of compressed air, in which most of the en-

Emissions Trading Scheme, the instru-

compressed air industry, in which the allowances of energy sav-

ergy is produced from fossil fuels. The energy saving potential

ment adopted by the European Union

ings achievable could take on a significant financial value.

for this sector is particularly high, and has been calculated at

in implementation of the Kyoto Protocol

A recent study conducted by Professor Roberto Cipollone, from

between 25 and 50% of current consumption. To reach this al-

to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in

the Department of Industrial and Information Engineering and the

lowance, it is necessary to put actions into place at mainly three

energy-intensive industries. The EU ETS

Department of Economics at the University of Aquila, calculated,

difference levels: leakage control and optimisation of pressure

sets a cap on the total level of emissions

based on an analysis of data provided by CAGI (Compressed Air

levels on distribution lines and the replacement of machines with

allowed for all subjects regulated by the

Gas Institute) and PNEUROP (European Association of manu-

obsolete technology.

system, but it allows them to buy and sell

facturers of compressors, vacuum pumps, pneumatic tools and

These are actions that would definitely view the recognition of

CO2 emission allowances on this mar-

allied equipment), the allocations of carbon dioxide emissions

the efforts made in terms of energy savings by the users of com-

ket. This system currently involves over

currently associated to the compressors in use and subsequent

pressed air as an important incentive: if these could be translated

11,000 operators in Europe, including

possible energy savings. An economic value was then associ-

into allowances to be spent on energy markets, a good percent-

thermoelectric power plants and indus-

ated to the obtainable savings, referring to the value that these

age of these potential energy savings would turn into a tangible

trial facilities in the energy production and

savings would have if converted into CO2 emission allowances

reality.
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CASE HISTORY

tem to all the other series: the 2000 series
will also soon be completed".
Allen-Bradley, the Rockwell Automation
brand that deals with industrial automation worked alongside Mattei on this project. "After the feasibility studies and trials,

we conducted a period of testing on the
electrical and mechanical functionality of
the solution adopted in conjunction with
Mattei, verifying relative market response"
explains Marco Turcotte, Field Business
Leader in Italy of the Components &
Power Products division at Rockwell Automation. "The feedback was positive and

our electronic equipment was gradually

Soft-start:
with Rockwell
Automation
a partnership
built on
efficiency.

extended to the entire range Mattei with
asynchronous three-phase motors".

COMPRESSED AIR SINCE 1919

Starting a compressor is one of the most critical and delicate
phases, especially in terms of energy consumption. Taking for
example a three-phase asynchronous motor, normally this phase
records current absorption peaks which are 8 times higher than
the nominal value; these values are recorded on the energy in-

In addition to guaranteeing fluidity to the

voices which can also determine sanctions by the relative Au-

start phase and control of electric absorp-

thorities.

tion, the collaboration with Allen-Bradley

To overcome this drawback, about three years ago Mattei de-

has proved particularly reliable: "Over

cided to introduce a special system on its compressors called

these years we have never received any

"Soft-Start", which allow the operator to start the electric motor

reports on failures or malfunctions, and

without mechanical stress and with a controlled power absorp-

the performances continue to be highly

tion, whilst ensuring a significant fluidity when both starting and

appreciated by our customers. - com-

stopping the motor.

ments Del Grossi - Thanks to the excel-

"The first experiments - comments Eng. Alberto Del Grossi, Head

lent technical collaboration that has been

of Operations at Mattei - date back to five years ago or so, and

established between supplier and manu-

were conducted on 110 and 160 kW compressors. The positive

facturer within a partnership that saw us

results accomplished led us to extend the application of the sys-

both focused on a common goal".
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Blade 1-2-3
Mattei Technology within
everyone's reach.

Even small industries and craft enterprises now have a dedicated high profile
solution to meet their daily compressed air demands. It is called Blade - Mattei's
new range of rotary vane compressors, featuring powers of 1.5, 2.2 and 3 kW, capacities
of from 0.16 to 0.32 m3/min at an operating pressure of 10 bar. An eye-catching and
extraordinarily compact design has been combined with high performance characteristics:
silent operations, air quality and energy efficiency. The quality and performance of a
MATTEI industrial compressor is finally within everyone's reach, even price wise.

www.matteigroup.com
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